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ilitary operations involving unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), also
known as “drones,”1 represent a complex sociotechnical system with the
human element at its core.2 UAVs are “valuable assets in achieving a
variety of strategic, operational, and tactical objectives, including ISR [intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance] missions and kinetic-strike operations.”3
Because of their numerous battlefield advantages over manned systems, UAVs
continue to proliferate on a global scale at an accelerated speed. The estimated
market4 is expected to grow from around $6 billion in 2015 to about $12 billion
in 2025.5 In 2018, the RAND Corporation, tasked to produce a report on how the
proliferation of UAVs will impact US national security interests, concluded that
these systems pose an incremental but growing threat to US and allied military
operations, predicting that, in future conflicts, US forces will have to cope with
adversaries equipped with different types and sizes of UAVs, with and without
ordinance on board.6 More than 90 states operated military UAVs as of 2017, and
almost 30 possessed or were capable of using armed UAVs.7
The past decade has witnessed a steadily growing popular and academic interest in these systems, the legal and ethical questions surrounding their use,
and their impact on armed conflict and society more generally. Much ink has
been spent to present independent analysis on different facets of these developments. To date, however, only a handful of protagonists (pilots and sensor operators) have spoken about their experience openly. As a rule, their daily labor is
systematically protected from public scrutiny. Official security policies prohibit
aircrews from discussing the details of their work with anyone who does not
hold a security clearance and a need to know.8 Information sharing has been
further dis-incentivized with aircrews having been publicly criticized for showing
disloyalty to the services.9 Those few, however, who braved an opportunity to tell
their story in detail, lament that the exhausting US government censorship processes take longer to complete than an aircrew member may require to successfully
*This material is based upon work supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under award
number FA9550-18-1-0181. Any opinions, finding, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this
material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the United States Air Force.
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publish a book-length monograph.10 The challenges of gaining insight into the
work of UAV operators notwithstanding, a number of narratives have been fashioned and maintained early on in the popular and scholarly discourse presenting
operators in a particular light. For example, the aircrew members are portrayed
either as courageously restrained heroes who, due to the nature of their profession,
suffer under heavy psychological trauma or as gung-ho joystick warriors responsible
for fashioning and sustaining the culture of “convenient killing.”11
While occasionally supported by reference to first-person accounts, the narratives are fashioned in nearly absolute terms implying the invalidity of any
possible counter-representations. In social critic Laurie Calhoun’s view, as a
non-psychologist, operators are trained “to kill in the manner of sociopaths with
no feelings whatsoever for their victims [who] are but icons on computer screens.”12
Given that little insight on the topic has been offered by the operators themselves,
the assertiveness and even boldness of some of the suggested narratives is indeed
striking. That said, a few commentators who acknowledge the dearth of available
testimonies, disagree on the implications. Alex Edney-Browne, for example, contends that such testimonies nevertheless offer rich empirical information that
may be generalizable to a wider group of active-duty and retired personnel.13
Conversely, Joseph “Joe” Chapa, pointing out that references in the literature to
the available data have become circular, advises to exercise caution in selecting
evidentiary data points, “not because they are without value, but because they are
so few.”14 While accuracy of both contentions arguably depends on what aspects
of UAV operations form the focus of a particular investigation, this paper asserts
that limited data on operators’ personal experiences obstructs the attempts of the
research community to gain adequate knowledge and develop and share an informed opinion on the subject.15 As the firsthand testimonies examined for the
purposes of this paper show, creating a black-and-white narrative of the operators’
experiences undermines the informative value of already limited data and artificially reinforces images that this data frequently seeks to reverse.
The present inquiry is motivated foremost by continuous developments in
technology. As military systems incorporate ever more elements of autonomy, it is
essential to assess their potential to become successfully integrated in existing
force structures. Given that a human operator is projected to remain a central element of such systems, the success of the integration process is squarely dependent
on how humans will adapt to increasing automation. While current UAVs have
only limited autonomous functionality, they nonetheless offer the only example of
some of the most technologically advanced systems that have tested human capacity to adapt and where the experience of adaptation has been described by the
users of such systems.
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Methodology
Before proceeding to analysis, some words on the applied methodology are
necessary. Researchers have recurrently relied upon personal accounts of military
personnel as a valid and valuable source of data for academic inquiry.16 This approach has its limitations, however. Personal testimony is necessarily subjective. It
cannot be treated as an immediately quantifiable set of data but must be contextualized to ensure that interpretation is not distorted.17 While none of the firsthand accounts would be sufficiently informative on their own, combined they
inform our understanding of operators’ experiences in a more balanced fashion.
The current analysis focuses on the experiences of pilots tasked with controlling
the aircraft and sensor operators responsible for handling the payload: cameras,
missiles, and remote sensors.
The data set draws from the material available in the public domain and includes firsthand accounts by former UAV operators in the form of monographs,
book chapters, opinion editorials, and interviews given to newspaper outlets; we
also draw our findings from interviews prepared for radio and television broadcast and first-person opinions presented in a number of documentaries, such as
5000 Feet Is the Best (2011), Drone (2014), Eye in the Sky (2015), and National
Bird (2016). The analysis follows American- and British-centric perspectives.
Many operators who shared their experiences did so under the condition of
anonymity.
A general observation is that almost two decades after the MQ-1 Predator flew
its first armed mission,18 Airmen who have told their stories can be counted with
one hand.19 Only three personal book-length perspectives have been offered on
what it means to be a Predator pilot. To begin with, Predator: The Remote-Control
Air War over Iraq and Afghanistan: A Pilot’s Story (2010) is retired US Air Force
lieutenant colonel Matt Martin’s first-person account on fighting the Global War
on Terror over Iraq and Afghanistan from the controls of an UAV.20 Then, in
Hunter Killer: Inside America’s Unmanned Air War (2015),21 retired US Air Force
lieutenant colonel T. Mark McCurley, a veteran Predator pilot, recounts his career
progression from a trainee to a commander of the Predator squadron that executed
the Anwar al-Awlaki mission. Finally, in Drone Warrior: An Elite Soldier’s Inside
Account of the Hunt for America’s Most Dangerous Enemies, Brett Velicovich offers
an account of the complex nature of UAV operations from the perspective of a
former member of Special Forces Operational Detachment-Delta.22
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Figure 1. Local and international media outlets film a US Air Force sensor operator
inside the 16th Training Squadron MQ-1/MQ-9 simulator at Holloman AFB, which
served as a training base for crews of the MQ-1 Predator and the MQ-9 Reaper.

Notably, these important, comprehensive contributions on the subject appear
to have gone largely unnoticed, enjoying only occasional reference in the research
field and public discourse. Likewise, the only study to date focusing specifically on
characterizing the psychological responses to killing from UAV operators and
understanding their level of mental engagement with combat, conducted by US
Air Force colonel Joseph Campo, has hardly received attention it deserves.23 In
contrast, the media’s focus on the issue of psycho-emotional responses to remote
killing has allowed some voices to become exceedingly vocal in the discourse on
what it means to be a UAV operator. Brandon Bryant, a former UAV sensor operator diagnosed with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) as a consequence
of his duties in the UAV program, is a case in point.

Road Map
This paper analyses the dominant narratives created around UAV operators and
the technology itself. It shows that the images created in public perception can be
supported by reference to the firsthand testimonies as much as they can be opposed
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by reference to the same testimonies. The firsthand testimonies shed light on many
challenges in the human dimension of remote air operations that require adjustments on different levels, depending either on the inherent characteristics of technology or the operator’s personal and professional background. Considering the
rudimentary autonomous functions that UAVs are capable of, the success of
human-machine teaming is largely dependent on the operator’s engagement and
his or her skills.

PlayStation Mentality
One of the narratives strongly rooted in popular and academic perception is
that the remote fighting is more akin to playing a video game than real warfare.
Philip Alston, UN special rapporteur on extrajudicial executions, infamously labeled the psychological act of distant killing as a “PlayStation mentality” suggesting that drone warfare stimulates the mental and emotional responses of playing
a computer game:24 “Young military personnel raised on a diet of video games
now kill real people remotely using joysticks.”25 John Yoo, the Emanuel Heller
Professor of Law at the University of California, Berkley, concurs, stating, “It is
like a video game; it’s like Call of Duty.”26 The concept of PlayStation mentality
is used to promote the image of operators as detached from the battlefield and the
deaths that their UAVs administer thereupon. In popular perception particularly,
Airmen are regarded as “the unfeeling videogame warriors.”27
Admittedly, computer games deserve a place in the discussion. As UAV operations have outpaced current training regimes, a shortage of qualified UAV pilots
emerged. As a result, military organizations have turned to targeting gamers in
their recruiting strategies, the reason being the skill set that video-game players can
bring to the field—better hand-eye coordination, the ability to multitask, and others.28 Moreover, the material easily accessible on the internet heavily influences the
way Western societies tend to regard UAV technology. Numerous short video clips
displaying UAV strikes (occasionally set to music) invite the viewer to think of
killing via drones as less-than-serious and almost game-like to the operators.29
Such clips also omit crucial details—they neither explain the background and context of the mission nor the extent of preparation required before the decision to
lethally engage the target is relayed to the aircrew; they also generally fail to show
the additional sensory inputs of voice, data, and cockpit displays that connect the
aircrew to the troops they support on the ground. It is therefore, perhaps, not surprising that such media provide writers an easy avenue to declare that war has become a video game. Finally, modern-day society devotes a significant amount of
personal time to playing video games, and aircrew members are not an exception.
They too turn to video games as a form of relaxation, a way of decompressing from
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their work.30 For example, interviews with 111 MQ1/9 aircrew members from 13
different squadrons across the United States reveal that study participants averaged
2.4 hours of video gaming per week in their personal time.31
Notably, in the academic sphere, the relationship between the psychology of
video gaming and operating an UAV is quietly but steadily growing as an area of
inquiry. In a number of related studies, the scientific community has demonstrated
that video-game players outperform traditional pilots in certain skill sets, such as
being able to track more targets,32 possessing improved psychomotor skills,33 having faster reaction times,34 and exhibiting enhanced spatial skills.35 The comparison between the UAV ground control stations (GCS) and the traditional video-
game environments has been justified on the basis that the player is trying to
achieve certain goals (the aircraft mission) and interacts with the game via screens
and inceptors that provide sufficient but limited information to allow this to happen (the aircraft sensor feed, displays, and controllers).36 Research in the area of
cognitive science and neuroscience has recently found that video-game players
possess skills that make them capable of successfully navigating an UAV.37 In
comparison to general aviation pilots and professional pilots from airlines and the
military, video gamers show the best awareness of the accuracy or inaccuracy of
their decisions in relation to the increased levels of danger and risk and, overall,
are less likely to exhibit overconfidence in decision judgments.38
Firsthand accounts show that for a number of operators the prospect of playing
video games for living “all day” served as one of the leading motivators for joining
the UAV program.39 Some liken their time as trainees to “playing Dungeons &
Dragons.”40 Looking at the next generation of warriors, “Taylor,” an experienced
UAV pilot charged with training the 19-year-old recruits, openly voices her concerns that, being extremely native to the world of first-person gaming, the younger
generation of operators could be less sensitized to the gravity—the life and death
nature—of this work.41
Still, the operators’ objections to the popular image of a video-game warrior
appear not less vocal, suggesting that a few visual similarities notwithstanding, the
analogy between the UAV operators and video-game players has been extended
beyond its legitimate reach. To begin with, the most-recent research emphasizes
the discrepancy between video games and the sense of reality experienced when
watching enemies die on the screen of the GCS. For example, while observing the
MQ-9 Reaper crew shooting down enemy fighters from inside the GCS, Peter
Lee reports to have suddenly experienced a strong, “putrid smell”—hints of “burnt
flesh mixed with surgical disinfectant”—that nobody else was acknowledging but
which Lee had experienced previously when caring for the wounded in Cyprus
during the 2003 invasion of Iraq. Specialists in memory function explain such
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occurrences as instances of olfactory memory, the capability of the human brain
to recall odors in response to powerful events. In other words, the brain connected
the visual image from the screen with a smell embedded in memory.42
Further, in the largest study available on the level of mental engagement among
UAV operators in their daily combat activities, Joseph Campo concludes that
none of 111 MQ-1/9 aircrew members consider operating an RPA (remotely
piloted aircraft, a synonym for UAV) comparable to playing a computer game.43
Every single interview participant, regardless of whether they were an 18Xer (i.e.,
aircrew with no prior manned-aircraft or combat deployment experience),44 previously flew a fighter or bomber aircraft that launched from within the combat
theater (A-10), or experienced a positive or negative psychological reaction to
killing, was united in asserting that UAV combat operations do not resemble
video gaming.45 Other voices join in support of these findings:46 “Well, people do
not die in videogames. And you’re not able to save people’s lives in videogames. I
cannot cause an aircraft to have a collision with another aircraft in a videogame.
Flying RPAs is simply not a videogame.”47
In agreement, a former F-16 pilot, US Air Force major Bryan Callahan, adds,
“We’re well aware that if you push that button somebody can go away. It’s not a
video game. You take it very seriously. It’s by far nowhere near a video game.”48
Other firsthand testimonies, however, are less radical in their reflection. For
example, the protagonist in a short documentary titled 5000 Feet is the Best accepts
the comparison to video games in principle, yet adds a qualifier: “I guess Predator
is similar to playing a video game, but playing the same video game four years
straight every single day on the same level. One time I just watched the same
house for a month straight—for at least eleven hours, every day, for a month.”49
Matt Martin offers yet another qualifier, suggesting that part of the operator’s
experience rather resembles watching an infinite reality TV show: “With the
Predator, as well as the media, I followed the mosque siege as it unfolded day by
day, as captivated by the situation . . . as the rest of the world. It was almost like
watching some reality TV program that went on endlessly. . .. I watched the entire
drama play itself out in real time.”50
Taken quantitatively, the available firsthand testimony suggests that those supporting the concept of PlayStation mentality are likely to be outnumbered by the
opponents of the video-game analogy.51 However, the ultimate relation of video
gaming to UAV operations is yet to be fully understood and defined. The first and
foremost step to better understanding the aircrew members and their relationship
to the UAV technology requires at the minimum acknowledging the complex
nature of their experiences to which the firsthand testimonies clearly point. Above
all, the foregoing discussion demonstrates the danger of generalizing personal
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experiences of operators, as some of them do not categorically exclude comparison
with computer games. It is also striking that the discussion has been dominated by
the gamer-versus-nongamer dichotomy, while other comparative samples, such as
a radar-approach controller at an airport or the combined force air component
commander have been mostly excluded from the debate on the subjective experiences of UAV operators.52 Yet, in both these other professions, duties are performed
in a dark room with numerous monitors, no exposure to the physiological pressures
of flight, and an even greater potential for destructive capability than RPA pilots
have: in the first case, the controller may be in charge of multiple airliners, each
carrying hundreds of people; in the second, the officer is responsible for numerous
missions, objectives, and air assets.53 Last, but not least, some have also suggested
that comparison to artists is more apposite to explain the essence of experience:
being professionally trained to observe situations, record environments, and analyze images, artists are believed to be ideal recruits for flying UAV missions.54

Distance
Another narrative that has pervaded the popular and academic literature since
early on focuses on the distance between the operators and the combat zones
where the effects of their actions take place. Engaged in “the labor of surveillance
and bureaucratized killing,”55 Airmen are said to “administer” life and death with
the push of a button from a GCS located thousands of miles away from the
physical warzone.56 By enabling emotional detachment and psychological disassociation from the consequences of targeting decisions, physical distance is believed to desensitize operators to the very act of killing.57 Political activist Medea
Benjamin captures this opinion quite succinctly: “When military operations are
conducted through the filter of a far-away video camera, there is no possibility of
making eye contact with the enemy and fully realizing the human cost of an
attack.”58
The arguments about the implications of distance and its potential to dehumanize one’s enemy often draw upon US Army lieutenant colonel David Grossman’s seminal work, On Killing, which examines the relationship created between
soldiers when they confront one another on the battlefield and the emotional
consequences of that encounter. Drawing on historical studies and the personal
accounts of ex-combatants Grossman argues that “there is a direct relationship
between the emphatic and physical proximity of the victim, and the resultant
difficulty and trauma of the kill.”59 Fighting “eyeball to eyeball with the sweat and
the emotions of combat”60 renders the act of killing exceedingly more difficult
when compared to the experience of a bomber pilot who, operating at a range
where he is unable to perceive his enemy without using some form of mechanical
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assistance, i.e., binoculars, radar, or remote TV camera,61 may be “fascinated and
satisfied with his work.”62 While intellectually the pilots undeniably grasp the
horror of what they are doing, emotionally, the distance involved permitted them
to deny it.63 Most interestingly, Grossman concludes that in the years of research
on the subject of killing in combat he could not identify “one single instance of
individuals who have refused to kill the enemy under these circumstances, nor
[has he] found a single instance of psychiatric trauma associated with this type of
killing.”64
With Grossman’s study concluded before the development of armed UAVs it is
questionable, however, to what extent it meaningfully applies to the experiences
of the aircrew. Above all, several operators with prior manned-aircraft experience
and prior combat deployments deny Grossman’s findings. They point out that the
manned-aircraft pilots are not psychologically disengaged when attacking the
enemy and, importantly, insist that distance from their targets does little to desensitize them to the real-life consequences of their actions.65 Ryan, who used to fly
a B-52 bomber, explains: “Oh yeah, you still get buck fever; you know you’re about
to do some damage. The heart rate goes up.”66 Former F-16 pilot, US Air Force
colonel D. Scott Brenton concurs, relating that, when the call comes for him to
fire a missile and kill a militant, the hair on the back of his neck stands up just as
it did when he used to line up targets in his F-16 fighter jet.67 Another US F-16
pilot recalls, “Even though we were sitting in a box on the ground miles away from
the action, I could feel my heart rate rising and my adrenaline start flowing when
those friendlies took fire. It felt real and I did not think it was going to be like
this.”68 With or without prior manned-aircraft experience in active warzones,
UAV operators repeatedly describe undergoing combat sensations that are remarkably like those experienced by fighters operating on the frontlines: elevated
heart rate, rising adrenaline, shaking hands, and increased respiration, leading to a
heightened level of awareness and vigilance.69
It is therefore increasingly challenged in literature that distance involved in the
UAV missions helps pilots to emotionally detach themselves from the act of killing.70 The views expressed in support are unambiguous: “Distance does nothing to
numb the emotional impact of taking a life.”71 “They are human beings, right?
That is the bottom line, so it affects you to watch the impact of a kinetic strike. . ..
Just because you are separated by technology does not mean you are separated
emotionally.”72
The account of the death of two children stricken down by a Predator missile is
also far from a sense of carefree detachment: “Pilots and sensors congregated in
solemn denial around the GCS screens, still in shock over what we have just
witnessed another of the dirty little horrors of war that lost none of its impact
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whether you were actually there or you viewed it all remote. Death observed was
still death.”73
Many other firsthand narratives provide examples demonstrating that distance
hardly desensitizes pilots when it comes to engaging in remote combat.74 They
also emphasize the experience of closeness to the battlefield: “One of the biggest
misconceptions surrounding the RPA community is that the aircraft allows us
some distance from the killing, since we are thousands of miles away. The opposite
is true. We are too close. We know too much, and when it is time to shoot, we can
zoom in until our target fills the screen.”75
Philosophers ascribe the phenomenon of simultaneously experiencing distance
from and proximity to the battlefield to the unique features of UAVs. Even though
designed to provide near complete physical isolation between combatants, the
nature of technology is such that it ultimately “bring[s] war straight into a pilot’s
face.”76 Sophisticated electro-optical/infrared sensors and synthetic-aperture radar modes that enable the aircrew to locate and identify targets and to complete
battle damage assessment after a strike, bridge geographical distance to an unprecedented extent.77 Significantly, due to the lion’s share of remote piloting consisting of aerial surveillance operations, i.e., an endless loop of scanning roads,
circling compounds, tracking suspicious activity and similar, UAV operators have
come to be regarded as and perceive of themselves as “ultimate voyeurs”78 by
means of technology that paradoxically magnifies a sense of closeness to the target.79 One of the drone operators termed this phenomenon “cognitive combat
intimacy,”80 a relational attachment forged through close observation of combat
events in high resolution.81 Another operator, expressing similar sentiments,82
explains:
Flying an RPA, you start to understand people in other countries based on
their day-to-day patterns of life. A person wakes up, they do this, they
greet their friends this way, etc. You become immersed in their life. You
feel like you’re a part of what they’re doing every single day. So, even if
you’re not emotionally engaged with those individuals, you become a little
bit attached. I’ve learned about Afghan culture this way. You see their interactions. You’re studying them. You see everything.83

Thus, in bridging geographical distance between the GCS and the area of hostilities, UAVs also enable “emphatic bridging” between the operator and the enemy.
The long hours of aerial surveillance, watching targets go about their daily lives,
getting dressed, doing household work, playing with their kids, are accompanied by
active interpretation of what is seen on screen and heard in the headset. As a result,
the opponent on the ground becomes re-humanized, refaced, and re-embodied,
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making killing more difficult.84 Cian Westmoreland, a former US Air Force technician who helped build a station in Afghanistan for relaying RPA data, illustrates
how it becomes possible to form emotional bonds with targets: “You watch people
day in, day out—you might even start to realize they’re not bad people.”85 Similarly,
Brandon Bryant reports that he found it particularly challenging to direct a shot at
the target after seeing it engage with family. He felt that he was depriving children
of their father.86 “They were good daddies,” he adds.87
Emphatic responses to remote killing prompts some commentators to portray
aircrew members as “victims of drone warfare” who face psychological harm with
physiological consequences.88 Such claims find perhaps their most vividly illustrated support in The Guardian opinion editorial by the former US sensor operator
Heather Linebaugh:
I may not have been on the ground in Afghanistan, but I watched parts of
the conflict in great detail on a screen for days on end. I know the feeling
you experience when you see someone die. Horrifying barely covers it.
And when you are exposed to it over and over again it becomes like a small
video, embedded in your head, forever on repeat, causing psychological
pain and suffering that many people will hopefully never experience.89

Conversely, in his seminal theoretical work on drone warfare, Drone Theory,
French philosopher Grégoire Chamayou, expresses his skepticism toward the
“media picture of empathetic drone operators suffering psychic trauma.” In his
view, “the attention drawn to soldiers’ psychic wounds was in the past aimed at
contesting their conscription by state violence, [while] nowadays it serves to bestow upon this unilateral form of violence and ethico-heroic aura that could otherwise not be produced.”90
Notably, both claims find support in firsthand testimonies. Thus, cognitive
combat intimacy91 experienced by some is countered by the inclination of others
to “compartmentalize” and focus on excelling in performing professional duties.
Strong sentiments of excitement about the first opportunity to use live ordnance
against the enemy are recalled to be followed by the determination to execute
mission to the best of one’s abilities: “I wanted the shot, my first, to be a good
one.”92 A missile that has successfully engaged not only the initial target—a truck
with a .50-caliber machine gun mounted in its bed—but also its driver, is presented in a style of television advertisement: “Poor bastard. . . . Call him a bonus.
Truck and driver. Blue light special, Kmart shoppers. Two for the price of one.”93
Operators’ responses to the voyeuristic nature of UAV operations range from
getting “immersed” in the adversary’s life to preserving mental and cognitive
separation from the target. Thus, Matt Martin confesses, “I was almost ashamed
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to admit . . . the thrill I felt at the moment I prepared to squeeze the trigger.”94
When asked about feeling any sense of attachment to his opponent after extended
hours of surveillance, another operator (using a pseudonym “Mike”) replied,
“Whether it gives me empathy or sympathy or just familiarity I’m not sure. We
compartmentalize the job like anyone else.”95 Colonel Brenton, a Reaper pilot,
emphasizes professional duty: “I feel no emotional attachment to the enemy. I
have a duty, and I execute the duty.”96 Similarly, US Air Force major Vanessa
Meyer’s97 account of targeting procedures shows the extent to which the awareness of professional obligation influences operators’ cognitive and emotive responses to engaging the adversary: “When the decision had been made, and they
saw that this was an enemy, a hostile person, a legal target that was worthy of
being destroyed, I had no problem with taking the shot.”98
The reference to the target as “worthy of being destroyed” deserves extra consideration. While the media and scholarly attention has largely focused on operators’ emotional responses to incidentally engaging civilians (as part of collateral
damage), what seems to have mostly escaped analysis is the “image of enemy” and
its role in shaping emotional responses of pilots to pulling the trigger. Matt Martin’s account in Predator demonstrates vividly the extent to which the image of the
enemy—Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, an al-Qaeda ally—which follows as a red thread
through the narrative, influences Martin’s perception of his duties as an UAV pilot. Witnessing on his Predator’s screen brutal atrocities committed by al-Zarqawi
and his cohort against civilians, Martin’s response is straightforward: “Nothing
would have satisfied me more in my Air Force career than to be involved in taking
down the mad butcher of Fallujah.”99 In other words, despite the determination
to maintain professional distance between Airmen and their mission, once a target is an agent of malice perpetrating unspeakable atrocities against civilians while
using the latter as reality TV props, the act of killing is likely to be conveyed in a
language suggesting emotional disengagement.100
The selected sets of firsthand testimonies reveal a wide array of cognitive and
psychological responses to remote warfighting. Some of the accounts presented
challenge persuasively the assertion that distance protects pilots from emotional
pressures associated with carrying out lethal military strikes.101 Conversely, visual
proximity to the area of active military operations enabled by UAV technology
appears to play either little or no difference at all for military personnel inclined
to compartmentalize and determined to focus on the fulfillment of their combat
duties. Considering the wide diversity of experiences, it is striking that not only
popular accounts but also academic work has insisted upon certain, rather black-
and-white narratives. Even though the amount of firsthand testimonies remains
limited, it demonstrates with sufficient clarity that generalization of personal
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perceptions and experiences is fallacious. Those few in the academic community
who investigated the issue carefully, suggest that the emotional impact of engaging in remote warfare remains both unclear and under-investigated.102
Campo, for example, has identified that aircrew with nearly identical backgrounds experienced different emotions to very similar events (263):
I had pride and felt an accomplishment in preventing terrorists from
harming American soldiers. After I killed somebody, I thought about it.
But I see them as terrorists; so I’m ok with it.103
I felt bad for him and his family. It’s different now that I’ve taken human
life.104
Moreover, the study showed that the same person may experience conflicting
emotive responses to remote killing,105 often, yet not always, displaying happiness
for the mission success but remorse for the taking of human life:106
I felt like a complete failure because we didn’t kill all those enemy. JTAC
[ground controller] called us later [via phone] and said our weapon helped
them break contact [with enemy]. I felt much better.107
On my first strike I was numb with adrenalin afterward . . . elated for a job
well done. But the next day I became sad. I never doubted they needed to
die, but it took me a couple days to recover.108
A pilot was nearly in tears after his first strike, claiming the mission and
errors made during the engagement placed a harsh reality of operations
into his mind. But on his second strike, the pilot experienced a completely
different set of positive emotions after successfully supporting a group of
Marines engaged in a firefight with enemy personnel.109
The current stage of findings suggests that to better understand the relationship
between the surveillance and fighting practices of UAV operators and the resultant psychological responses, more qualitative and quantitative empirical work
should be conducted.110 Most importantly, “without a comprehensive data set
from which to compare MQ-1/9 aircrew to other combatants, we cannot state for
certain that RPA aircrew are more or less mentally engaged and psychologically
impacted than their manned-aircraft counterparts or the sniper who kills from
distances that were considered blasphemous several centuries ago.”111
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Cowardly Button Pushers112
There is a widespread support for the view that UAV missions bear no risks for
the operators.113 While akin to long-range artillery or high-altitude bombing,
UAVs enable distancing between the operators and warzone; however, the difference is that there remains an element of risk in each of the former activities: artillery gunners may themselves be shelled or killed (for example, in case of weapon’s
malfunctioning), and bombers remain vulnerable to air-defense systems. UAVs,
on the contrary, have succeeded in removing the operators from the theater of
operations entirely.114 As New America Foundation strategist and senior fellow
Peter Singer observes, “If you are fighting from a computer far from the front line,
there is no real threat other than carpal tunnel syndrome.”115 There is also a criticism that by failing to take any risk in combat, this form of military pravctice exhibits cowardice and lacks the honor inherent to combat in which the soldiers on
both sides can kill and be killed.116 Most importantly, it has been argued that
unlike more traditional forms of soldiering, the operators of UAVs have neither
need for courage nor opportunity to develop or exercise it.117
Courage is commonly conceived of as the ability to face fear and overcome it.
In the context of UAV missions, speaking of physical courage—for example, the
“willingness to face fear of bodily discomfort, injury, and death”118—is argued to
be out of place until such time that UAV operators become part of a conflict
against technologically advanced adversary. By reference to the asymmetric nature of modern-day conflicts, the likelihood of facing opportunity to show
physical courage is argued to be extremely low.119 One must note, however, that
such claims are based on an erroneous assumption that aircrew operate exclusively “in garrison,” i.e., from the bases located in their home territory or the
territory of their coalition partners. Yet, operators’ testimonies offer several examples of deployment in the area of hostilities.120 The claim that aircrew would
have near to nil chances of showing physical courage would thus be yet another
hasty generalization.
It has also been argued, however, that the definition of physical courage is built
upon “an unreasonably truncated conceptualization of risk that fails adequately to
capture the real and serious nonphysical risks” that aircrew members face.121 As
psychological trauma suffered by UAV operators can, in some cases, be as debilitating as physical injury, it is moral courage to face psychological injury that comes
to the fore in the context of UAV missions. In other words, aircrew who realize
that the risk of psychological trauma exists and nonetheless undertake the action
required by the mission are argued to exhibit moral courage.122
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With steadily growing research on UAV operators suffering from PTSD and
experiencing other adverse mental health outcomes, claims that UAV technology
desensitizes operators to the act of killing become increasingly more ungrounded.123 It remains questionable, however, whether these findings allow us to conclude that, in principle, operating drones “requires significant courage.”124 Where
operators suffer severe forms of psychological distress in reaction to the traumatic
battlefield experience, it may serve as an indicator that they may have found
themselves in situations where moral courage was required. Yet, an ultimate characterization of any combat action as morally courageous is impossible without
considering circumstances of each individual scenario. Moreover, the gravity of
psychological response required for such combat actions remains open to debate.
With psychological injury being inherently open to extensive interpretation, it is
unclear whether response as severe as PTSD diagnosis is the only acceptable criterion. Given that PTSD represents only the narrow end of a much broader spectrum of psychological effects that aircrew members risk to face when on mission,
other adverse mental health responses should not be disqualified from consideration either. While a comprehensive analysis of this issue is not possible within
the confines of the present article, more rigorous academic debate on the issue is
certainly welcome.
It has also been argued that because UAV missions are recorded, commanders
are likely to be exceedingly cautious about the nature of the commands they issue.
As a result, aircrew are likely to have less need for moral courage to disobey illegal
or immoral orders.125 However, one does not need to investigate the nature of a
particular command to see the room for aircrew to exercise moral courage. Campo,
for example, has identified 22 remarkably similar case studies where aircrew reported that their personal intervention in a mission likely prevented unintended
casualties. In each account, the aircrew were directed to strike a target, but something just “did not feel right” to them regarding the target identification, the surrounding area, or other aspects of the situation. In each scenario, the aircrew took
active steps to understand the situation, develop their own mental model of the
battlespace, and thereafter advise on a different course of action besides immediate weapons engagement via UAV.126
Peter Lee describes similar instances in his research. Thus, one of Lee’s subjects,
Josh, recalls an instance where an armed adult male emerged from a compound
occupied by Taliban cadres as friendly forces approached. The Taliban fighters had
been successfully engaging friendly forces from within the compound over the
preceding several days, thus meeting the criteria needed for a strike. All the approvals and required authorizations were given. And yet, the Reaper pilot had
some misgivings and insisted that the armed man under the crosshairs was not an
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enemy fighter but most likely a farmer in the wrong place at the wrong time. The
social and institutional pressure was immense. The joint terminal attack controller
( JTAC) scolded the pilot over the radio for carelessly exposing troops on the
ground to the risk of death. Nonetheless, the pilot refused to strike the man. “Trying to reassure the ground troops is not so easy, especially when you had just
withheld a seemingly valid request for a shot. From the perspective of those on the
ground waiting for a Taliban fighter to open fire at them was not a good tactic—
but this was not a Taliban fighter.”127 Joe Chapa’s commentary in the instance is
unequivocal: “If this is not moral courage, then I do not know what is.”128
These examples demonstrate that moral courage certainly has its place in remote warfare. It would therefore be wrong to argue that UAV operations cannot
be courageous by design.

Robotic (Autonomous) Precision Weapons
The narrative to have perhaps acquired the most widespread allegiance in the
literature on the subject is that UAVs constitute robotic or autonomous precision
weapons that lower an operators’ task load to the point where boredom negatively
affects vigilance.129 However, these claims are grounded on an erroneous understanding of both the technology and the nature of aircrew involvement in the
overall operation of the system.

Autonomy
Even though a wide range of automated functions have been enabled, such as
take-off and landing or loitering over a geographical area for many hours at a
time, personnel monitoring UAV activity play a crucial role in the overall functioning of the system. Simply put, technology depends on aircrew’s tactical and
technical competence.130 In contrast, it is generally believed that in a case of autonomous UAV the role of the human would be reduced to the preprogramming
of the system, which then, once activated, can select and engage targets without
further human intervention.131 Notably, those who have operated MQ-1 and
MQ-9 UAVs for many years put it unequivocally, “The technology controlling
the Predator and Reaper is anything but robotic or autonomous”132 but instead
subject to “[t]he requirement for human guidance at every step of its operations.”133
By means of illustration, an overview of some of the challenges that aircrews had
to grapple with at different points in time to get the aircraft under control demonstrates the vital role of the human operator in the UAV human-machine
teaming.
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1. A
 djustment to control settings is the first of many challenges to be overcome. Pilots with prior manned-aircraft experience blamed engineers for
not caring about human factors when designing the aircraft. A case in
point would be the trigger located differently to the aircraft that a pilot
used to fly previously: “[Y]ou’re getting ready to fire a missile and then hit
one of two buttons . . . but if you hit the wrong one, it was on the wrong
side of the stick, you shut the engine down. So we put Velcro on that
switch to avoid the problem.”134 Another example offered was a danger of
committing a mistake as simple as typing an incorrect sequence on the
keyboard (for example, M0-M1-M2 instead of M1-M2-M3) when initiating the process of shutting down the engine—a classic error that
causes an aircraft crash, courtesy of the poorly designed off-the-shelf interface of the Predator cockpit.135 Aircrew also had to work around new
bugs in the systems that occasionally emerged after a manufacturer had
run software updates or responded to “improvement” requests. For example, a space bar on the keyboard would act as a hot key, repeating the
previous command. If a sensor operator armed the laser as his last command, then hitting the space bar would arm it again whether the operator
intended this action or not.136
2. Learning to land the aircraft was identified as “the single most challenging aspect of learning to fly.”137 Being susceptible to adverse atmospheric
conditions, such as storms and inclement weather, UAVs heavily depend
on human to stay aloft.138 Landing the aircraft, retired US Air Force lieutenant colonel T. Mark McCurley recounts feeling drops of sweat running
down his back despite the arctic cold temperatures inside the GCS, because even the lowest level of carelessness when operating in adverse
weather conditions, especially fighting turbulence, could make the aircraft
soar or crash almost instantaneously.139
3. Sustaining the data link has been identified as another battle to be
fought out on a daily basis.140 The ability of aircrew to perform their job
is squarely dependent on the surveillance imagery from synthetic-
aperture radar and video cameras, distributed in real time via satellite
communication links.141 Learning to become caretakers for the datalinks
that connected them to the aircraft they operated, continually required
operators to mobilize both technical and environmental knowledge to
compensate for the link’s fragility.142
4. F iring weapons at moving targets presented, in the opinion of some, “an
almost unsurmountable challenge” from a technical point of view, because
of the two-second control delay inherent in the satellite link.143 Others
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maintain that, at the minimum, this task required advanced operating
skills. For instance, the AGM-114 Hellfire missile, designed for helicopters, was not intended to be shot from an aircraft in motion. Firing this
missile from the Predator, a light plane bouncing in air currents while in
motion at all times, “was a huge challenge”: “Release too early and the
missile would fall short. Shoot too close and the missile might not see the
target when armed. If I overshot, the errant missile could hit [a wrong
object]. Precision was key.”144 The task of sensor operator to guide the
missile to its target has been pictured as equally challenging; if the operator’s hand twitched at the last instant, if he or she breathed wrong, the
missile might go astray and take out the object nearby, “a house full of
people next door or the group of old men smoking and joking down the
block.”145
5. Communication is no longer subordinate to the real work of flying due
to the incessant participation in the media infrastructure underpinning
UAV operations, in comparison to manned aircraft.146 Requesting blocks
of airspace from controllers, providing instructions to ground units for
which they are providing air support, communicating with the rest of the
aircrew, and receiving instructions from their own chain of command is a
process that starts at the moment when pilots sit down at the aircraft
controls and lasts till the end of their shift when they stand up and disconnect their headsets. Studies have found that one of the most difficult
aspects of an UAV operator’s job was the coordination of precise hand-
eye tasks along with complex verbal tasks.147 Indeed, Lieutenant Colonel
McCurley recounts the difficulty of communicating with the JTAC
through secure chat room during mission support. As messages came in
streams, they had to be followed closely or vital information would be
missed, being pushed off the screen too soon. Typing while flying effectively meant texting while behind the wheel of a vehicle.148
6. Other challenges are present as well. The nature and level of adjustment
may depend on the pilot’s professional background. For example, to a
former Boeing E-3 Sentry (AWACS) pilot, flying a Predator was “harder
than flying a traditional aircraft.”149 Without the usual feel of an airplane
in flight, with no sound to indicate the speed and engine performance,
with no feeling of the wings that could point to an impeding stall or
malfunction, and devoid of the traditional sense beyond sight, he “had to
abandon three thousand hours of experience in handling aircraft with
traditional controls and relearn how to fly Predator.” Other pilots too
were “battling [their] years of flying experience to learn how to pilot” a
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UAV, with many pilots being under protest and possessing no intention
of making a career in the UAV community.150
As first-person testimonies reveal, ensuring appropriate level of aircraft management is a challenging and, at times, daunting task. Nonetheless, the eagerness
to perform well in one’s job that shines through most of the testimonies proves
that humans have been and remain involved and invested participants in the
Predator and Reaper operations.

Precision Weapons
Regarding their performance on the battlefield, UAVs are frequently described
as precise instruments of warfare, carrying out surgical strikes while minimizing
risks to armed forces.151 In vocal disagreement, opponents insist on the indiscriminate nature of UAVs due to the excessive civilian casualties associated with
them.152 There is neither scope within this paper to address the often highly contentious statistics of casualties suffered in conflicts where armed versions of
Predator and Reaper have been deployed nor the need for such a conversation.
What cannot be emphasized often enough is that no weapons system, including
UAVs equipped with lethal payloads, is inherently precise or discriminate. Rather,
any system can be used in a discriminate, or conversely, indiscriminate manner.
Importantly, in comparison to most traditional manned aircraft, the use of UAVs
permits for greater precision in targeting,153 offering higher opportunities for
compliance with such law of war requirements as distinction and proportionality.154 This also holds true of more autonomous weapons. The employment of high-
precision ordinance certainly plays an important role in this.
To an even greater part though, the enhanced precision ascribed to UAVs depends on the combined efforts of many people involved. Establishing, for example,
situational awareness in preparation for an attack is the result of deliberate efforts
of operators, mission intelligences coordinator, intelligence analysts, force structures on the ground, and the command authorities. Having access to high-
resolution imagery of the same situation is only a starting point. Building and
maintaining situational awareness is impossible without first interpreting and
analyzing the visual content of the camera feed and subsequently negotiating the
results of the analysis between the stakeholders involved.155

Bored Senseless for Hours
Some have argued that UAVs handle what humans cannot—G forces, speed,
tedium, and even boredom.156 The latter aspect is particularly contentions, however,
with an argument made that UAVs lower aircrews’ task load to the point where
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boredom governs the operating activity.157 Even though an essential skill in any
military organization is the ability to hurry up and wait, reference to boredom resultant from constant drudgery of repetitive sorties factors prominently in UAV
missions.158 “I’m overpaid, underworked, and bored,” comments one operator on
his experience.159 “[F]lying Operation Enduring Freedom could be almost as exciting as watching paint dry. Tonight was going to be a caffeine overload night.”160
Some missions are likely to exert a stronger emotional response, particularly
those missions that may require reliving the same day repeatedly, so that the tedium of following the same actions becomes mind numbing. McCurley describes
an awful sixty days of trailing [the target] across the countryside. . .. For a
total of sixty days, we watched the same thing over and over again … the
mission wore on our nerves. There was no variety, no new targets, and no
disruption of his [target’s] routine. For the first time, I started to dread
flying. I was becoming a zombie. It was like stamping and endless line of
widgets at a factory. I knew before the chill of the GCS hit me what I’d see
or do.161

Simultaneously, however, operators also report on how they learned to adjust:
“Our missions were often boring, so we’d all become skilled at staying engaged.”162
Plaining hangman on the white boards mounted to the GCS walls or just talking about upbringing helped.163 Others came up with little subterfuges to pass
the long hours at the controls, including sneaking water and snacks into the
GCS, despite regulations banning both; mending uniforms; and swapping off
20-minute naps with the pilot or sensor operator.164 Brandon Bryant even admits to having mastered reading novels while simultaneously monitoring the
seven screens of his station, glancing up every minute or two before returning to
the page.165 Finally, statements suggesting that boredom has no place in UAV
missions are not infrequent either: “we had unlimited patience. We were always
present over the war front, watching, waiting.”166

Transition
Fighting war from the comfort of a GCS in familiar home environment is believed to significantly reduce, if not eliminate the stresses associated with deployment to war zones. Yet, every single firsthand testimony emphasizes, perhaps, one
of the major challenges that UAV operators face—the constant transitioning between the home and combat-zone environments. Although the challenge of reconciling work and personal life is also manifest within troops returning from
longer-term deployments,167 experiences of UAV operators are more significantly
compressed in time, and the readjustment recurs daily:168
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Each day was the same. Wake up, complete the morning routine, and start
the long, forty-five-minute drive to work. En route, I changed my mental
state to that of someone capable of killing another human being without
thought, hesitation, or remorse. The return trip home was worse. I had to
remove myself from the war. The easiest days were the ones when nothing
happened.169
Having our folks make that mental shift every day, driving into the gate
and thinking, “All right, I’ve got my war face on, and I’m going to the
fight.”170

Thus, what had seemed to be a benefit of the job—fighting war from the safety
of one’s home state—has led to a new type of stress, including that of “perpetual
deployment.”171 At times, juxtaposition with the banalities of day-to-day family
life could not be greater:
I am a parent governor for my local school and every year I volunteer to go
away with the teaching staff and help the kids enjoy the great outdoors.
It’s only 3 days away but the kids get to abseil, canoe, pot-hole and do
many other fun things. One year, I had a great time and thoroughly enjoyed the company of the children and the staff. Eighteen hours after I got
back I was in work, watching a prisoner having his head cut off and being
powerless to do anything about it. Oh how my life had changed—and not
for the better—in such a short period of time!172

The day-to-day disjuncture between home and work is, however, only one aspect of the multifaceted experience of transition. Lee, for example, concludes in
his most-recent research that the mental transition between war and peace happens at the beginning and end of every stint in the GCS during the course of
single shift.173 Finally, there is also a constant transition between “hours and days
of boredom” and “moments of stark terror,” particularly when an order is issued to
locate and engage a target:174
Other times you might be supporting a convoy and the speed at which
things can go from deadly boring to hair on fire is the blink of an eye. You
can spend six or seven hours bored out of your mind sometimes, just flying
round in circles looking at stuff: “Nothing to see here. Nothing to see here.
Nothing to see here.” And then something goes down and you have to
react very quickly. And no I don’t mean dive in start firing stuff off.175

While one should not underestimate the difficulties associated with waging
war in shifts, reactions to the nature of perpetual deployment differ. For some, it
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is a source of stress. In contrast, Major Callahan asserts that operators are sufficiently “good at compartmentalizing,” being taught this skill early on and often.
“You need to tuck those things away and put them where they belong. We’re
pretty good at it.”176

Making Sense of Conflicting Claims
UAV technology has developed significantly since 7 October 2001, when the
first-ever MQ-1 Predator combat sortie resulted in a successful strike on a vehicle belonging to personal guards of Mullah Omar—the Taliban leader in Afghanistan.177 That sortie stands in marked contrast to the MQ-9 Reaper sorties
of today. Unlike the Predator of 2001, which spent its operative years supporting
land and special operations forces in pursuit of mission objectives, its successor,
the MQ-9 Reaper, has now demonstrated its ability to achieve mission objectives
as a true theater asset, executing strikes, close air support, and surveillance in a
single mission.178
As argued by one of the present authors elsewhere, military personnel are likely
to rely on and tolerate increasingly more sophisticated weapons systems only for
so long as, and up to such point that, said technology allows it to exert influence
on the concrete operating environment.179 This finding is strongly supported by
the firsthand testimonies of aircrew members. One can hardly find a first-person
account that would not have emphasized or at least indicated the fact that it has
been important for the UAV operators to evidence that their work makes impact
on the battlefield.180 Many of the accounts reveal a distinct sense of pride experienced by the operators and coming from the realization of contributing to the
overall war effort.181

Conclusion
This article has sought to demonstrate that many of the frequently expressed
criticisms about UAVs and their operators do not hold up well under more detailed scrutiny. While the caricature of video-game-minded operators void of
emotion or understanding of their work certainly does not accurately portray
UAV aircrew, the discussion above shows how widely perceptions of their role as
UAV operators and the nature of engagement in professional duties may vary
among aircrew members.
The first-person testimonies also suggest that the extent to which technology
is likely to stimulate engagement with professional duties is open to question and
much is likely to depend on the personality of each individual operator. Peter
Lee, having spent an extended time with Reaper personnel, whose responses to
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conducting remote operations ranged from apparently unaffected to significantly
affected—with the majority somewhere in between—raises the question as to
why some operators are able to fly missions for more than five years consecutively, compartmentalize, and focus on performing their duties, while others
seem exhausted and experience mental health issues after two years or less on the
job.182 To summarize, while some of the prevailing narratives appear easier to
challenge (PlayStation mentality and cowardly button pushers, for example),
other aspects of the debate on the human dimension of remote warfare require
further rigorous investigation and analysis.
It has been noted that UAVs are commonly perceived of as the beginning of a
slippery slope to a machine takeover of warfare; as autonomous aircraft and (un)
manned aircraft are likely to remain tools of air warfare for decades to come, it is
important to focus the debate on how the machines will interact with and affect
their operators.183 Developing a better understanding of the nature and implications of interaction between currently used systems and their operators is essential
to ensure that technology is developed in ways that will serve rather than negatively impact society.
While, at present, cognitive computing is not sufficiently robust to field truly
autonomous weapons systems, militaries of the future will have even more sophisticated technology at their disposal. Success in the robotics revolution will
not necessarily be won by the state that has the best technology or succeeds in
developing such technology first. The true opportunity afforded by robotics and
automation is how it can be best partnered with service members.184 Now the
core issues are known, the challenge will be designing the right human-machine
balance to maximize the relative advantages of both service member and machine in a future fighting system.185 JIPA
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